Resistance and Futility

Scientists reveal how penicillin deals a devastating blow to bacteria. MORE »

Prescription for Ebola
Can modern medicine reduce Ebola mortality rates? The answer is yes, but ...
MORE »

‘Thrush Hour’
HMS medical students’ Second Year Show targets new curriculum in biting song and dance.
MORE »

Immunotherapy Breakthrough
A therapy that liberates the immune system to attack cancer cells has had remarkable results in a Hodgkin lymphoma trial.
MORE »

Featured Events

12.10.14 Why Researchers Must Be Critical of Health Disparities Research. TMEC, Rm. 250, 12:30 p.m.

12.10.14 Poliovirus: A Machine Programmed for Genome Delivery. NRB, Rm. 1031, 12:30 p.m.
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Dean’s Blog
Harvard Medicine Magazine
Paper Chase
Harvard Health Publications
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Passionate Care
Stopping at nothing to give patients the best that medicine has to offer earns Kate Treadway a Trustees Medal.
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